Warehouses to skyscrapers, bridges to water tanks...

TODAY, IT'S
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

More and more architects and builders are choosing prestressed concrete for structures of every size and type. Prestressed concrete makes efficient use of two quality materials—high strength concrete and high tensile strength steel. This combination provides new opportunity for bold and imaginative design as well as money savings.

Prestressing makes possible long spans with beams and girders of shallow depth. Precasting of prestressed elements and site work can proceed together to shorten building schedules. Erection of the prestressed members is rapid. Prestressed designs give important weight reduction in large structures.

Upkeep costs are low. Concrete need not be painted. And in many cases, concrete’s durability and fire resistance earn lower insurance rates.

The many advantages of versatile prestressed concrete provide structures that combine architectural appeal and construction efficiency.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
1130 International Trade Mart, New Orleans, La. 70130
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete

TYPICAL PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PRODUCTS
... AND HOW THEY ARE USED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warehouses</th>
<th>Industrial plants</th>
<th>Bridges and overpasses</th>
<th>Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girders</td>
<td>Columns</td>
<td>Roof and floor units</td>
<td>Slabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wall panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Piling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Terminals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Storage tanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stadiums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Railroad ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apartments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transmission poles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How can you cut the rising cost of multi-story construction? With LOADBEARING CONCRETE MASONRY WALLS and PRE-CAST ROOF AND FLOOR SYSTEM, from Louisiana Concrete. A fine example of this High Rise—Low Cost system is the new Century Square apartment complex, in Baton Rouge. How high up is your next project? Check with us about the CONCRETE MULTI-STORY SYSTEM. You'll find the cost for going UP isn't HIGH at all.
THOUGHT PROVOKERS

There is no passion of the human heart that promises so much and pays so little as that of revenge . . . Swallow your pride occasionally; it’s nonfattening . . . Experience is a perpetual best-seller — and everybody’s continually buying it . . . No talent can survive the blight of neglect . . . “Wondering if” is so much better than “doubting whether” because wondering is the key to progress . . . A compassionate thought merits no praise until it becomes a selfless act . . . No matter how long you nurse a grudge it won’t get better . . . Faith sees the invisible, believes the incredible and receives the impossible . . . A wholesome sense of humor shines a light of joy into life’s dark corners . . . Success that goes to a man’s head usually pays a very short visit . . . Ignorance is a prison in which many live out their time in solitary . . . Enthusiasm is a flame that melts opposition while molding success . . . We all want equality, but we want it with the right people . . . Success is biting off more than you can chew — then chewing it . . . There is no better substitute for lack of knowledge than silence.
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THANKS FOR YOUR FINE RECEPTION

Everyday more than 4,000 happy feet walk across the 60,000 sq. feet of POLY-MAR (Polyester & Marble Terrazzo Floors) at the new WILSON'S DEPARTMENT STORE in Baton Rouge.

Terrazzo Systems Corporation
2451 Law St. New Orleans, La. 70117 Phone 943-3389
FOR SPECS WRITE OR CALL
LEE J. LOCKWOOD - VICE PRESIDENT, SALES • PHONE 926-2492
1440 SHERWOOD FOREST BLVD. • BATON ROUGE, LA. 70815

Aluminum . . .
Changing the Face of a City
Curtain Wall Manufactured and Installed
By Alumaglass Corporation

WOODDALE TOWER
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Contractor: COLLINS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Architects: LEWIS P. MANSON AND ASSOCIATES

• Special Windows
• Aluminum Door Frames
• Sun Screens
• Decorative Grills
• Aluminum Flush Doors
• Window Walls
• Curtain Walls

ALUMAGLASS CORPORATION
4373 Michoud Blvd. New Orleans, La. 70129
504 - 254-1900

We Are at Your Service . . . Call Us for Complete Design Assistance and Preliminary Estimates

April, 1969
The African theme for Nairobi West was not a premise of the original design problem, nor did it appear until long after the final design solution began. Actually, the concept for this week-end retreat began with the idea of a rustic A-frame type structure with one large, open room and limited private sleeping and utility areas. However, the A-frame is a single axis building, one end of which would have been blocked by the closed areas of the proposed scheme, and the single view at the opposite end of the axis seemed to be too limited for the natural opportunities which the chosen site offered. What gradually evolved was a large open space, or room, with a utility core at the center, not unlike many fishing and recreation camps which abound in this locale. The closed center gives a quasi-secluded atmosphere to the four corners of the open space and the areas which connect them. This affords a separation of conversation, recreation and sleeping areas for adults, young people and children or simply for groups during a large social gathering. The private sleeping space was placed above the utility core, overlooking the large, open room below.

A square plan affords two equal axes and four views encompassing all directions. A compromise was effected between glass for view and walls for insulation and privacy. Low walls were suggested, with glass above, and a sharply angled overhang for protection from the sun and a visual screen. Full glass areas at the center of each wall take advantage of the view towards the bayou to the north, the open fields to the south and east, and the entrance road to the west. Preliminary sketches showed a steeply inclined roof in the form of a truncated pyramid, with eaves hovering close to the ground. The eaves would rise abruptly at the open glass areas, which would also serve as avenues for ingress and egress. More detailed drawings showed that terminating the sloped roof at the edges of the flat roof above the two levels of the center bay would not give the steep pitch originally contemplated. This suggested the introduction of clerestory lighting above the flat roof. The roof became a clandestine sun deck. The clerestory added the subtle play of light and shadow in the interior, and offered a guarded glimpse from within toward the sky and silhouettes of the tall pecans which shelter the site.

Not until this time was it apparent that the completed design had assumed many of the superficial aspects of South African native dwellings with thatched roofs. Since the site is in the heart of plantation land where the vestiges of African culture are still extent, it seemed appropriate to adopt rather than eschew the suggested content of native African architecture. The texture of a cedar shingle roof is reminiscent of thatched fronds, white stucco walls suggest white-washed adobe, and rough timber columns, the log poles which support native huts. Inside, the white walls are reiterated for emphasis, but elsewhere bright primary colors predominate, and the crenellate and fretwork patterns of African art appear in the floor tile and the brickwork of the chimney. Throughout the interior, a rustic countenance is maintained with rough-sawn indigenous southern yellow pine, which was used for columns, beams, ceilings and wall finishes.

Lighting is subdued and unobtrusive except for four large spherical paper lanterns which depend from hip beams at the corners. The lanterns offer a soft glow of light and accent the conversation centers.
This exterior view shows the Olinkraft lodge, which is located on a wooded site sloping toward Lake D'Arbonne. The structure utilizes both the functional and aesthetic properties of Southern pine in a natural setting. The floor beams were extended to cantilever over the lake bank to provide a patio deck with a built-in bench rail for seating purposes.

The functional and aesthetic properties of Southern pine have been capitalized upon to a high degree in a lakeside lodge designed for Olinkraft, Inc., at Lake D'Arbonne, north of Monroe, La. The client, a manufacturer of pine lumber, plywood and other forest products, requested the architect to design a lake lodge to be used for company meetings, programs and other functions. It was felt that all-wood construction would lend itself well to the natural forest setting on the lake. The structure, called Tall Oaks Lodge, was to be built on a sloping site with open vistas overlooking the water.

Prime consideration in the design was thus to be an emphasis on exposed beams and columns and natural wood treatments throughout, including hardwood floors. The owner requested a layout in which a meeting area would be separated from the banquet room and yet each would be open to the other through the main lodge room. This arrangement would permit banquets to be set up while meetings were in progress and the entire area would also be usable for larger group meetings.

The client further specified a small kitchen that could be used for preparing meals for small banquets and also permit catering service for larger functions. Because of the owner's insurance program, the lodge was to incorporate a sprinkler system. No sleeping accommodations were included.

The architect's basic idea was to design a building that not only would convey the natural characteristics of the site but also provide an exciting structure for viewers of both the exterior and interior. Since the site is heavily wooded with a steep bank, the use of cantilever and wide overhangs was to help create a spacious feeling.

The spaciousness was also to be carried out through an unusual roof design in which the ridges would be on the diagonal rather than on the conventional square. This type of roof was also intended to provide more interesting shapes and vistas in the open glass area overlooking the lake.

Because the natural look was desired, the architect felt that all exterior and interior siding should be of unfinished "Wolmanized" pressure-treated wood. Thus the exterior wood could be permitted to weather naturally. Inside, exposed post beam construction for both the floor and roof was designed to enhance this natural look. To allow for the sprinkler system, split beams were used to conceal the necessary water pipes.

To further carry out the natural wood theme, rough sawn timbers were used as a contrasting element with the surface wood siding. This rough sawn treatment was also carried out in the interior, including the shelf supports and shelves for a small bar adjacent to the meeting room. Both vertical and horizontal paneling was used to enhance the appearance of the interior walls.
As can be seen in this photo of the lodge room, the oak flooring was installed parallel to the walls and meets in a herringbone pattern at the center, which leads to the fireplace. The fireplace is faced with natural Arkansas stone. The use of wood extends even to the lighting fixtures. Especially designed for Tall Oaks Lodge, they have stained pine sides with faceted glass fronts.

Natural wood motif is also evident in the lodge interior. Unique roof design, with the ridges on the diagonal instead of the square, provides spaciousness and interesting shapes and vistas in the glass area overlooking the lake.
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LOW COST COTTAGE RETREAT
Architects: MARY MYKOLYK, A.I.A., JOHN MYKOLYK

Here is a low cost tropical cottage which won a Gulf States Region AIA merit award. Built on Louisiana's Tangipahoa River, it provides sleeping space for five, a wilderness view and opportunities for fishing and lazy living.

Corrugated aluminum roofing and glass fiber screening form the principal enclosure for the 40 by 14-ft. cottage, which is raised a story above the ground to help alleviate the heat and humidity. The lower lever is paved with a concrete slab, and serves as a sheltered sitting area and carport.

The upper lever is floored with marine plywood, and has table-high side walls of the same material. All wooden structural members of the house and the plywood panels are stained walnut. The stairway is the lift-up, attic type. The kitchen faces into the adults' side of the house, and has all-electric equipment. Strips of corrugated plastic are inserted at intervals in the roof to admit more daylight.

OSMOSE FLAME PROOF pressure treated wood

Pressure impregnated with scientifically formulated OSMOSE fire retardant chemicals, wood becomes a fire retardant material and can carry an Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc. Label.

OSMOSE FLAME PROOF Pressure Treated Wood
- controls spread of flame
- reduces or eliminates smoke development
- contributes little or no fuel to the fire
- combines protection against decay, termites, and other insects

These characteristics, together with the inherent self-insulating qualities of wood, permit it to maintain its strength at high temperatures and result in a building material that is superior to steel and much more economical. When ordinary wood is exposed to fire it is heated and forms gases, combustible tars and smoke. When OSMOSE FLAME PROOF Pressure Treated Wood is exposed to flame, the OSMOSE chemicals form an insulating layer of non-combustible gases and water vapor causing the wood to char instead of burn, further insulating the wood. Practically no smoke is evident. Upon removal of the flame source, any fire on the treated wood extinguishes itself.

OSMOSE FLAME PROOF Pressure Treated Wood is recommended for:
- Decking
- Girders
- Joists
- Trusses
- Columns
- Partitions
- Studs
- Trim
- Work Benches
- Cabinets
- Tote Boxes
- Pallets
- Shelving
- Scaffolding
- Platforms
- Stages
- Roofs
- Floors
- Sheathing.

PARTITION STUDS IN:
HIGH RISE & LOW RISE APARTMENTS
FIRE PROOF BUILDINGS
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One of My Favorite Architectural Projects

Our firm was commissioned in 1963 to design a new church building for the Congregation of St. Edward's Catholic Church in Richard, Louisiana. Richard is a small rural community located between Eunice and Church Point.

This was our first of several church projects and being first, St. Edward's commands a rather special and favorite niche in the history of our firm. It was also the first building program encountered by the Rev. Floyd J. Calais, Pastor of St. Edwards Church during the duration of the project. Incidentally, St. Edward's Catholic Church was also the first church built by the General Contractor, Roy Dupuis of Lafayette.

The program, formulated by the owner and the architect, was to design, with a limited budget, a Catholic Church, centrally heated and cooled, with a seating capacity of 380 people.

Our solution was to design a simple, logical and straight-forward church based on the character of the area and congregation and economy. The simple, rather lowly pitched, roof wedds the Church to the surrounding farm land while the bell tower is the dominant landmark in the Community. The portico serves as a gathering place for the congregation before and after mass. This is one of the only times during the week that the widely dispersed congregation can meet socially.

The church's construction and materials are asphalt strip shingles on 3" exposed wood deck on laminated wood arches, brick cavity exterior walls, plywood and gypsum board on wood stud interior walls, terrazzo floor on concrete slab, exposed aggregate concrete at exterior, central heating and cooling. The building contains an area of 6,650 square feet and cost $11.32 per square foot, or a total cost of $75,298.60.

Father Calais has made many statements about St. Edward's Church since 1963. I would like to share some of these with you. They are as follows:

"Building a church - or more accurately stated - being the Priest in charge while a church was being built was no something I had joyfully anticipated. However, when I found myself in the inevitable situation, enlisting the help of the parishioners, working with the architect and doing the other necessary things entailed in building, it all proved to be a very pleasant experience."

"From a Priest's point of view, I am particularly pleased with the very spacious sacristy. In many instances, the sacristy was built as a place for the priest to vest for mass. In St. Edward's Church it is more than that. The priest and altar boys have ample room to move around together. The design provided functional closets to hang the vestments, and plenty of storage space for candles, etc. The whole atmosphere creates a wholesome attitude in the priest on his way to the altar to celebrate Holy Mass."

"The sanctuary, in full view of the people, is beautiful in its simplicity. Particularly noteworthy is the multi-colored cathedral glass on the back wall."

"The parishioners, people still imbued with the community spirit, have found the front portico to be a very convenient place to gather after mass on Sunday morning to discuss the latest news."

"The location of the baptistry, in the narthex, conveys the beautiful lesson every time one enters the church that baptism is the Sacrament that initiates us into Christ's Church."

"All in all, people and priests are quite pleased with St. Edward's Church. It has been most conducive to the spirit of prayer, the very purpose for meeting there."

The memories of our efforts, accomplishments and the general satisfaction of both project and client place St. Edward's as one of our favorite projects.
Preliminary Report
on
Low Cost Housing

Architectural Research on a Low-Cost Flexible Housing System conducted and reported by: Project Director, Wolf H. Hilbertz, Assistant Professor of Arch. Research Associates: Charles Bilberry, Eugene Fain, Eugene Johnson, Columbus Key, Endas Vincent, Michael Washington, Earl Yancy. Sponsored by Southern Consumers Cooperative, Lafayette, Louisiana. 

Project Scope: In March 1968, the Department of Architecture at Southern University received a research grant from Southern Consumers Cooperative to develop a low-cost flexible housing system. The grant was received following a presentation by the research group which felt that the University and architectural education could be more closely linked to the community to the mutual benefit of both.

Project Goal: The primary research goal was to develop the structural part of a housing system which would cost substantially less than the lowest housing accommodations presently available. Further, it should offer a high degree of flexibility, enabling a growing family to change and add habitable space to meet its needs. It was another mandatory requirement that, as a self-help program, the members of Southern Consumers Cooperative should be able to build at least the structural portion themselves.

The Approach: A steel post and beam system was investigated and chosen. It was found that a combination of 'prefab' and 'on-site' techniques came closest to the requirements of the problem. The roof membrane, partitions, and exterior walls are sprayed concrete. Also developed and effected was a pre-fabricated panel system. The modular order was a 4-feet rectangular grid.

The Experimental Structure: Built by the research group, the experimental structure measures 16 feet center column to center column. Overall height is 10 feet, floor to underside of beam is 7 feet, floor area 256 sq. ft. All structural members are 4-inch O.D. steel pipe, connected by pre-welded 'space knots'. The posts are bolted to the concrete footings. Tension wires, running from the higher to the lower beams and to the footings, generate double-curved surfaces which are then covered by wire mesh on which lightweight concrete is applied. "U" and "L" channels, welded to the structure and anchored to the concrete footings, receive the concrete membrane and walls. Interior partitions and exterior walls are formed in the same manner. All exterior concrete surfaces will receive a coating of plastic waterproofing. The experimental structure is a combination of different roof and wall solution possibilities.

Cost: A preliminary cost-analysis, based on the 16 feet modular unit, gives a $8 to $10/sq. ft. figure. A further development, the 20 feet modular unit: $7 to $9/sq. ft. for a development consisting of up to 100 units.

Conclusion: It was the intent of the research group to prove the feasibility of the proposed and applied structural system. Further developments have logically emerged from the time spent at the drawing board and, most important, from the actual experience on the site. Structure to membrane connections, the integration of subsystems, etc. are still in the development stage and will be the focus of continued research. The direct involvement with the realities of the community's needs has generated much enthusiasm and has proven to be a most meaningful educational experience.

The members of the Co-op are, with the exception of a few, unskilled in construction and are the future occupants of this low-cost housing.

Beautiful space saver: the built-in Panel Phone.

Whether it's a job of building or remodeling... make the built-in Panel Phone part of your plan. With the special apparatus box and concealed wiring in position before the interior sheathing is placed, the Panel Phone can be installed easily and neatly now or any time in the future. Clients will appreciate its trim, space-saving lines. You'll approve the functional installation that keeps the phone in the background of your design. For information, call your telephone business office.

South Central Bell

The Louisiana Architect
NOW PERMADECK® ROOF DECKS ARE CERTIFIED

Permadeck is made by forming long, chemically treated mineralized wood fibers with Portland Cement into planks, tile or formboard possessing unique properties—strength, water resistance, fire resistance, insulation, high reflectivity and attractive appearance.

And now Permadeck roof decks are certified.

Certified Permadeck roof decks are applied only by Approved Permadeck Applicators who have the proper experience and equipment to assure that architectural specifications are faithfully followed.

At the plants, a rigid testing program is followed to assure that the Permadeck equals or surpasses published standards. Accurate job records concerning applications are kept by the Approved Permadeck Applicator.

When the job is completed, we and the applicator jointly certify that the Permadeck was properly manufactured and installed according to architectural specifications.

All of which assures you of satisfactory long term performance.

For complete information, call your Permadeck or Zonolite representative or write us.

Concrete Products Division
W. R. Grace & Co.
P.O. Box 139, Brunswick, Georgia 31520.
Phone (912) 265-6800
P.O. Box 338, Terry, Mississippi 38170.
Phone (601) 878-5565
Five Reasons
why you will want terrazzo

1. Economy—For Terrazzo, initial cost without replacements plus minimum upkeep costs over a period of years, usually is less than initial cost plus replacements and higher upkeep costs for other types of floors.

2. Comfort—Finished Terrazzo is easy to walk on. It is inherently non-slip in nature and provides a safe walkway surface.

3. Cleanliness—Terrazzo has a smooth, jointless surface which cleans easily, and thus is sanitary and aseptic. It can be sealed so as to be practically non-absorbent.

4. Color and Design—Terrazzo has warmth and beauty. You may specify any design you wish—pictorial or geometric—in virtually any combination of colors.

5. Dependable Installation—This Association’s objective is to see that your Terrazzo installations turn out exactly as you want them.

Dyzone roof deck is self-venting

1. On top, a layer of seamless, permanent Zonolite lightweight insulating concrete that can be sloped to drain easily and economically, so leak-making puddles and ponds don’t stay on the deck.

2. Below, Dyfoam Ventboard. It’s composed of Dyfoam expanded polystyrene boards sandwiched between laminating material. The insulating concrete combined with Dyfoam Ventboard gives you economical U values down to .03.

3. Vents are built right into the Dyfoam Ventboard. Water vapor passes through the laminating material into the vents, and is channeled out to the edges of the roof.

No joints, no tape, no adhesives, no vapor barrier are needed with the new Dyzone roof deck. A thin slurry of Zonolite insulating concrete serves as the bonding agent between deck and structure.

Zonolite roof decks can only be applied by applicators we have trained and approved. Upon completion, the decks are certified to meet specifications.

LOUISIANA TERRAZZO CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, INC.

1440 Sherwood Forest Blvd. Baton Rouge, La. 70815
Architectural Photography

Member of Architectural Photographers Association

1115 Washington Avenue New Orleans, Louisiana Telephone TW 5-3680

THE FULL SERVICE COMPANY

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
ROOFING
SHEET METAL
HEATING

AIR CONDITIONING
EXPERIENCED and QUALIFIED BONDED ROOFERS

LIVINGSTON ROOFING and SHEET METAL, Inc.
7531 E. INDUSTRIAL AVE. BATON ROUGE, LA.
SHAFTER CHENEVERT, Pres.
PHONE 926-8656 P. O. BOX 15423

JNO. WORNER & SON INC.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE

DISTRIBUTORS OF
YALE LOCKS AND HARDWARE
SARGENT LOCKS AND HARDWARE
SCHALAGE LOCKS

401-405 Decatur Street
P. O. Box 2563
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70130
PHONE 529-2592

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

For positive protection against termites and decay, use WOLMANIZED pressure-treated lumber anywhere wood is near the ground or in contact with masonry—Get full details from your builder or architect.

CENTRAL CREOSOTING CO., INC.
Route 1, Slaughter, Louisiana
Baton Rouge - 342-9793
Clinton - 683-8297

DAVE GLEASON
1766 Nicholson Dr.
Phone 342-8989
Baton Rouge, La.
HOME FOR: Dr. James W. Wade, Monroe, La.
ARCHITECT: King Stubbs
CONTRACTOR: W. V. Clark

Classic in design... Classic in execution. Classic details, fireplace, curved windows, doors, shutters, balcony and balustrades.

Millwork plays a great part in helping architects design classics of any period. The millwork is by Coco.